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Minutes from Board of Directors’ Meeting 
September 22, 2019, 4:00 p.m., Bocage 

 
Board Members Present: Lisa Scalise, Ellen 
Martinez, Jonathan Mitchell, Iris Kimble, Josh 
DuBois, Rodney Terrell, Marjorie Person, 
Stephanie LeGrange, Patricia Talbot, 
Brittany Chandler  

Non-Board Members Present:  Rusty 
Jabour, Erica Roberts, Cindy Barksdale, Carly 
Erwin 
 
 
 

Not Present: Steve Magnon, Buzz Vaccaro, Leslie Falgoust, Jennifer Tolbert, Keenan Ruff, 
Jennifer Edmonson, Yvette Marshall, Marty Engle 
 

Lisa Scalise called the meeting to order at 4:01 p.m. 
 
General:   
 
We introduced ourselves to Cindy Barksdale who attended on behalf of our league coordinators. 

MTN by Stephanie LeGrange, seconded by Ellen Martinez, to approve prior meeting 
minutes – unanimous aye approval.  

In the future, Jon will finalize and remind Erica to post minutes and agenda. 

Committee Reports: 
 
Finance:   Iris reported we have a healthy balance in our accounts.  We need to pour the funds 
into worthy projects.   

Stephanie asked about audit risks for our non-profit status.  There are no current concerns, and 
we want to make sure the new financial policies set us up for success.  Rodney voiced support for 
our non-profit status. 

Lisa reminded the board that the finance committee met outside of the regular meetings to 
finalize the policies and procedures manual.  The new requirements include an audit by 
incoming presidents to make sure everything is running well.  The manual was circulated prior 
to the meeting, and no concerns were raised.   

MTN by Ellen Martinez, seconded by Rodney Terrell, to accept the new Policies and 
Procedures for Financial Accountability manual dated 9/22/19.  Unanimous Aye 
approval. 

Grants:  We have one new pending grant application on which Stephanie and Josh are working.   
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Team Louisiana – the committee reviewed the grant request and recommended approval 
at the level of $500.  Team Louisiana is an initiative, formed this year, by Louisiana tennis 
coaches and parents. Their goal is to unite players and coaches and to provide training for our 
youngest and most promising high-performance players.  The team players they have selected 
thus far have included Baton Rouge players.  Rusty asked the board to consider tournaments 
outside of Baton Rouge to see participation of juniors in non-local tournaments and think of 
fostering a partnership to help them with costs.  Stephanie and Josh will meet with Janusz 
Conradi to talk to him.  Rusty noted that LTA supports this initiative and in his meeting with 
Janusz Conradi will recommend that he reach out to all local CTAs.  The goal is to make sure 
Louisiana is well represented with highly-competitive junior players. 

MTN by Josh DuBois, seconded by Stephanie LeGrange, that we donate $500 of Other 
Community Grant money to Team Louisiana.  Unanimous Aye approval.  

CGPG: We have about $6,000 of CGPG money left to use.  BREC installed an awning on Court 6 at 
Highland Tennis Center, which looks great.  The cost was $655 each.  The board agreed that this 
was in furtherance of the purpose of the CGPG money and wants to assist with the initiative.  Lisa 
proposed that we reach out to some of the private clubs that have partnered with us for our 
events to see if they have any upcoming public programming in which they need grant funds.  We 
had extensive discussion on these issues, including concerns about accountability and 
earmarking the money appropriately.  The suggestion was made that the private clubs submit 
grant requests and identify the particular programming where the money is needed. 

MTN by Lisa Scalise, seconded by Ellen Martinez to approve expenditure of CGPG funds 
on (8) awnings branded with GBRTCA logo to be installed (2) each at the (4) different 
sites.  Majority AYE approval (7 votes); Against:  Brittany Chandler; Abstained:  Josh 
DuBois and Jonathan Mitchell.   

Carly is to get in touch with Southern Oaks, and Patricia to get in touch with Bocage about 
submitting grant requests.  Ellen is to reach out to Legacy, Lisa to YMCA.  Jon is to reach 
out to CCLA and University Club. 

Grassroots:  Beginner Clinics start this Sunday.  We may have an issue on October 6 because Luke 
is not an available pro.  He is reaching out to Greg Hearn.  Jon to send an email follow up to 
encourage board members to come out and help with the beginners clinics.   

Carly asked for clarification on payment structure.  True beginners are supposed to be free, 
however people can abuse that, so we must keep that in place.  It will now be first time only is 
free.   

Carly has access to the website as confirmed by Erica.  We are trying to move away from cash, so 
Carly asked for access to PayPal.  Erica said that forms are filled out by Typeform, and she can 
collect money through there. 

Juniors:  Keenan has submitted a letter of resignation effective 10/3/19.  We had a $20,000 grant 
to pay a junior coordinator this year, and Keenan has utilized only $800 of that budget.  On a 
conference call initiated by Diana Beauregard with Lisa, Josh, Liz (LTA), and Kaitlyn (LTA), Diana 
made the suggestion that we withdraw the Junior Coordinator grant from Southern for 2019 and 
consider finding another junior coordinator who can dedicate more time to the position 
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responsibilities.  The accountability reports submitted by Keenan were not detailed enough for 
us to determine whether appropriate planning was done. 

Marjorie remarked on the practical differences between last year and this year. 

We need to start a job search, and it would behoove us to give more direction.  Rusty suggested 
that we prescribe what we want to see per month and make it regular and reliable.  Historically, 
the board has had difficulty with keeping someone in the juniors coordinator position for a 
lengthy duration.  Lisa noted that Fran, who was very successful in her position, passed along all 
of the strategies.  The possibility of combining the juniors and community coordinator positions 
into one was discussed, but may require too much time.  We will table for further discussion, 
including possibly a full-time employee.  

Leagues:  Marty sent information for the board.  We have two teams going to nationals.  We have 
10 teams going to sectionals.  League participation was up except adult league.  Preliminary City 
Championship numbers are down, but not final numbers.  Cindy reflected that there is league 
burn out, but that numbers that are down may just be a reflection of shifts in participation 
among regular league participants. 

Marketing:  “Match of the Week” is going very well.  Erica has used $900 of the $1500 allotment. 
There have been $350 worth of Facebook ads.  We’ve had an addition 185 likes on a boosted 
Facebook post about the beginners’ clinics.  Erica solicited ideas from the board for items to give 
out that are tennis themed and visible.  Brittany recommended Chrissy Uriarte who makes some 
of these types of items. 

On the website, we had about 2,000 players who visited our new to tennis form, but only about 
8% filled out the form.  The board pondered why people might not click to sign up.  One fear was 
that people thought spam may be a problem.  Carly noted that several people unsubscribed.  
Spam isn’t a problem because we only send a few emails.  Rodney will have some people look at 
the website from a marketing perspective.   

Member Services:   Leslie has plans in place for Captains’ Christmas Party at Oak Lodge 
Reception Center on December 12, 2019. 

Tournaments:  Ellen informed the board that we have submitted a bid for Sectionals (18+ and 
40+ Adult league).  The last time Baton Rouge hosted was in 2008.  The first option was occupied 
by a baseball event in Baton Rouge.  It does take some capital to host.  We have some traction 
with local BR industries and political connections (Visit Baton Rouge, BRAC, governor).  GBRCTA 
gets $5 back from each hotel for rooms booked.  We will find out by the end of the month 
whether we got the bid or not.   
 
Awards Committee: We made nominations and will await results. 
 
New Business:  Lisa asked that we consider new members for the board and asked who may not 
be back.  We will put a notice in the newsletter to submit nominations.  Erica has a TypeForm for 
people to use.  A ballot will be submitted to the board.  Current board members do have to re-
nominate themselves to potentially serve again.   
 
Our annual meeting will be posted on the board’s website per the three-week requirement in the 
By-Laws.   
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Josh implored the board to work on board goals through their committees and to meet and work 
on goals regularly.  Carly encouraged people to think about a combined coordinator position to 
help with follow through.  For people with full time jobs it can be challenging. 
 
Rusty asked for the GBRCTA’s help in promoting charity tournaments, including Hallowheel. 
 
Cindy remarked that she appreciated this CTA’s attitude towards coordinator participation. 
 
Rodney raised the issue of a heat threshold for matches, like our cold-weather rule.  Board will 
address at a future meeting. 
 
 

The meeting adjourned at 5:50 p.m. 
Minutes recorded by Jonathan Mitchell, Secretary. 


